We bring people, business and
technology closer together

Automize Cloud Adoption Framework
Accelerate your cloud adoption journey with our proven Cloud Adoption Framework - we create the
foundation for you cloud strategy and help you realize it with confidence using proven guidance and
Best Practices. Everything is designed to help you create and implement the business and
technology initiatives necessary for your organization to succeed in the cloud.

Deﬁne strategy

Realize your business objectives
and identify opportunities for your
organization in the cloud and
realize your objectives using
cloud technology.

Define a cloud strategy to drive adoption
efforts that unlock business value.
Understand motivations
for cloud adoption.
Develop a business case.
Choose first cloud adoption project.

Plan & Assess

Ready

Getting the overview and convert goals of your
cloud adoption strategy into actions.

Prepare the cloud environment
for planned changes.

Assess and gain overview of your digital estate.

Set up your cloud environment.

Find suitable workloads for migration and
expected costs.

Create your Azure migration
landing zone.

Create a cloud adoption plan to manage change.

Adopt
Migrate workloads to the cloud and modernize
them to meet your customer needs.
Migrate and move on-premises workloads
to the cloud.
Take advantage of cloud-native
technologies and modernize solutions.

Migrate
and move
your digital assets
to the cloud and then optimize
them and your operational
processes with innovative
cloud-based technologies.

Prepare your organization
for the cloud and identify
productive and sustainable
ways to help your organization
understand and embrace technology
changes that will improve
business outcomes.

Govern

Manage

Establish cloud governance to maintain a
well-managed cross-cloud environment.

Follow Cloud Operations principles and
Best Practices with Managed Services.

Create a benchmark to track your
governance state.
Establish and implement an initial
governance position.
Increase your return of investment and
lower time-to-market.
Control costs, manage risks and navigate
through complex subscriptions.

Managed cloud state and security.
Ongoing operations, monitoring, and
management of solutions.
Critical continuity of cloud
environments and applications.
Maintain low cloud expenses with
Azure cost management.

